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Abstract. Several investigations were performed in order to develop
an in vivo endoscopic method to differentiate between malignant and
healthy tissue working on the assumption that each diseased state of
biological tissue has its own characteristic infrared (IR) spectral pat-
tern. The technical design of the laboratory setup is presented here
together with the experimental details and the results. Two regions
(1245–1195) and (1045–995) cm−1 within the fingerprint (<1500
cm−1) region were selected for analysis. Lead salt diode lasers were
used as excitation sources and IR radiation was transmitted via silver
halide wave guides to the tissue to be investigated. The IR radiation is
returned to a mercury–cadmium–telluride detector by another IR
cable. The measurements were carried out in attenuated total reflec-
tance and diffuse reflection/remission. Human colon carcinoma tis-
sue, under humid conditions, was used as a target for experiments to
simulate in vivo conditions. Specimens were mapped using a stepper,
motor powered, x/y/z-translation stage with a spatial resolution of 1
mm. The results were compared with similar measurements from a
Fourier transform IR (FTIR) interferometer/FTIR microscope setup in
the wave number region of 4000–900 cm−1. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1412439]
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1 Introduction
Several investigations to analyze the composition of biofluids
soft and hard tissue, using infrared~IR! spectroscopy as well
as Raman spectroscopy were already reported.1–5 For ex-
ample, detailed IR investigations of the mineralization of hard
tissue, such as bone, were made by Boskey et al.,6 whereas
extensive investigations using IR and/or microscope-FTIR
spectroscopy have been carried out using human soft tissu
~lenses,7 atherosclerotic arteries,8 breasts,9 cervixex,10 nails,11

skin,12 and colons13!. Marked differences can be seen between
the methods of sample preparation in terms of measuring th
mode, parameters and conditions of sample preparation.

For clinical applications fiber based techniques are pre
ferred. When light is transmitted to a waveguide or a crystal
most of the radiation transmitted is localized inside. But there
is an evanescent wave that decays exponentially outside ov
a distance of a few wavelengths. If the IR fiber is in contact
with a sample that has characteristic absorption lines the eva
nescent wave may be partially or totally absorbed. The tota
transmission of the fiber and the sample will decrease at thes
lines. Due to the long path length along the interphase sample
crystal or fiber surface multiple absorption processes tak
place. They can be used to determine the absorption of
sample in a nondestructive manner. The spectrum of the tran
mission losses is the basis of attenuated total reflectanc
~ATR! spectroscopy. ATR spectroscopy has been used for th
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study of materials in which intense scattering or absorpt
precludes transmission measurements. Only a few arti
based on fiber-optic mid-IR spectrometry relate directly to
medical field. For example, Katzir and co-workers14 designed
a special measuring cell for an IR spectrometer equipped w
a silver halide fiber to analyze blood serum; Butvina a
co-workers15 used IR fibers for the detection of melanoma a
other skin diseases, whereas Bruch et al.16 used Fourier trans-
form infrared evanescent wave~FTIR-FEW! spectroscopy on
tissue.

To enhance the sensitivity of the monitoring and control
chemical processes in liquids, gases and solids, Katzir
co-workers17 used tunable IR diode lasers in combination w
IR fiber optics. Pulsed IR diode lasers have also been use
create a diagnostic tool for sensitive detection ofHeliobacter
pylorii using an isotope ratio of13CO2/12CO2.

18

We have focused our attention on the biomedical appli
tion of IR spectroscopy to detect changes within biologic
tissues, with the aim of designing an endoscopic device
use in minimally invasive medicine. This system will be com
bined with IR-imaging techniques using a focal plane arr
for rapid, safe, sensitive detection purposes.

The major nonorganic component of biological tissue
water, which has a high absorption in the infrared range.
minimize the influence of water on the IR spectra, in AT
mode a fiber-optic IR sensor should be carefully pressed o
the surface whereas in reflection mode either the surfac

1083-3668/2002/$15.00 © 2002 SPIE
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Fiber-optical and Microscopic Detection . . .
Fig. 1 Schematic of the IR measurement modes and the IR systems
[fiber-optic measurements in noncontact (1) or contact (2) mode].
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the tissue may be flushed with gas~steady state or pulsed! in
order to dry the surface locally or alternatively a swab may be
used to remove water.

Investigations with FTIR interferometers~fiber and micro-
scope based; see Figure 1! on thin and thick specimens were
carried out to determine specifications of the experimenta
setup using IR diode lasers. A description of the laboratory
setup is given, together with preliminary results from the ini-
tial measurements. An analysis of the problems is shown an
our current effort is focused on integrating the measuremen
equipment into an endoscopic device.

2 Material and Methods
Preliminary experiments were required before a laboratory
setup for the investigation of human tissue using IR diode
lasers could be established. Two FTIR interferometers~each
series system 2000, Perkin-Elmer, Eden Prairie, MN! were
used for this, one equipped with an IR microscope~AutoIm-
age, Perkin-Elmer! including a charge coupled device~CCD!
camera for the visible range and the other with an additiona
Raman port. The mercury–cadmium–telluride~MCT! detec-
tor of the microscope was used for recording spectra. Dat
analysis was performed by the Image Data Collection Soft
ware ~Perkin-Elmer! and self-made software.

Polycrystalline silver halide fiber 700/900 of 1–1.5 m,
with a numerical aperture~NA! of 0.6 ~Infrared Fiber Sensors,
Germany! was used for fiber-optic FTIR measurements. The
fiber-optic device~Infrared Fiber Sensors! consisted of an op-
tical coupler for the external port~IR lens: KRS-5,f 30-mm,
d-40 mm! and a highly sensitive external pigtail MCT detec-
tor (5003500mm2) connected to an internal preamplifier.
This system was connected to the FTIR spectrometer for sig
nal processing and data evaluation.

2.1 Micro-FTIR Spectroscopy
Tissue specimens were made available by the Department
Pathology, University-Hospital Benjamin Franklin, Freie Uni-
versität Berlin, Germany. Fresh tissue samples were use
without chemical fixation of the native structure and cryosec-
t

-

f

tioning was performed using water instead of a freezing m
dium. For absorption/reflection measurements, nonstained
mm thin tissue sections were mounted on gold coated sli
(20320 mm2; 1.5 mm Cr/200mm Au, Fritz Haber Institute,
Berlin, Germany!. The specimens were stored in dry, dar
ened conditions at room temperature until these air-dried
sue sections were used for IR measurements. The stabilit
the IR spectra was confirmed periodically, and then with o
slight shifts being observed in the signal intensity.

Drying of tissue leads to changes in the structure such
shrinkage, microrips, nonuniform thickness of the section~de-
pending on the content of water in the original!, sample sur-
face roughness, and island or particle forming. Artifacts a
occur as a result of the sections folding during cutting
transfer to the slide. A quality test for the tissue sectio
showed that the tissue layers remained mostly unaffec
This was confirmed by microscopic control after histologic
staining.

Native specimens of healthy and malignant tissue from
same patient were investigated. An initial assessment of
allel, thin hematoxylin-eosin~HE! stained tissue sections wa
carried out by a pathologist using standard histological par
eters. The data obtained represent the basic information
quired for carrying out FTIR spectroscopy measurements.
native section was stained after IR mappings were comp
to enable direct comparison with the resulting IR image.

The measurement was standardized for the mapping
cedure, independent of mode, using the following paramet
a rectangular area was mapped on each sample using a
erture of 1003100mm2, 64 scans were coadded; spectr
range of 4000–900 cm21; resolution of 6 cm21; data interval
of 2 cm21; apodization: filler. The background was scann
after every five points measured thus avoiding artifacts du
carbon dioxide or water vapor. A total of 900 IR spectra w
collected for each map. For fiber-optic measurements, 51
1024 scans were coadded in the spectral range of 2200–
cm21. The MCT detector linearity was tested with tissu
phantoms~gelatin, Merck, Germany! prepared according to a
standard procedure.

2.2 Reflection/ATR
The native tissue section thickness was set at.300 mm to
avoid reflectance of IR radiation from a deeper interface
from the reverse side of the sample. A micro-ATR objecti
was used for the IR microscope measurements~germanium,
area of contact1003100mm2, Perkin-Elmer!. Even some se-
lect nonhuman tissue specimens were used for the fiber-o
ATR measurements.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Experiments with the FTIR Interferometers

3.1.1 IR-Microscopic Measurements
on Air-Dried Tissue Samples (Absorption/
Reflection, Transmission)
For transmission measurements using a distinct path len
soft tissue samples are either squeezed between transp
materials or homogenized at low temperature and filled int
precise measurement cuvette. In either case the microsc
structure of the tissue sample is disturbed. In order to av
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 101
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Fig. 2 (A) Visual microscopic image (IR microscope) of the HE-stained parallel 10 mm thin section (adenoma carcinoma of the colon). (B) IR map,
intensity ratio of the second derivative at wave number ratio of 1223/1209 cm−1, deduced from the original full spectra map. Due to the histological
assessment this IR map is superimposed by the use of black and white squares to indicate tumor tissue (black) and connective tissue, (white), e.g.,
stroma. (C) Pseudocolored IR map, the result of image reconstruction using the correlation coefficient approach. For this the IR-mean spectra
(second derivative, range of 900–1450 cm−1) were built up for different types of tissue (see the legend for the color coded assignment). (D) Visual
microscopic image (IR microscope) of the native 10 mm thin specimen (adenoma carcinoma of the colon) mounted onto a gold-coated slide.
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mechanical alteration of the native tissue structure of colorec
tal cancer, cryosectioning was performed. In previous inves
tigations done by our group, 10mm thin tissue sections were
mounted onto calcium fluoride slides and air dried at room
temperature. Neither chemical fixation~e.g., formaldehyde or
a freezing medium! nor whole tissue embedding methods
were used because this leads to alteration of the microscop
tissue specific structure. Each step of the preparation proce
dure was carefully checked in order to get reliable and seriou
wave number ranges for tissue analysis.

The absorption/reflection measurement is a standard pro
cedure for the investigation of thin layers, which can be
mounted onto a variety of substrates. Gold is widely used as
reflective coating for investigations in the infrared region.19,20

Using this method it has been possible to characterize th
conformation of abnormal proteins found in pathological
specimens of thin tissue sections of human origin.19 To en-
hance the absorbance and the detection of sensitivity invest
gations of absorption/reflection were carried out using an IR
microscope~high spatial resolution! and IR fiber-optic spec-
troscopy whereby the preparation of the samples differs from
the methods given in the literature.19,20

The reliability of an infrared map is limited by several
factors: by the system itself, by the measuring parameters an
more often than not, by the tissue quality. The sequence an
results of a mapping experiment are shown in Figure 2. To
avoid errors in data interpretation the infrared map and the IR
map obtained were compared after analysis and mathematic
conversion to the HE-stained parallel cryosection. For com
plete illustration, the native thin tissue section which was used
for the IR microscopic mapping is shown in Figure 2~D!.

Derivative techniques are of use for complex spectra an
can enhance the sensitivity of the spectrum’s outcome. Figur
2~B! shows the infrared map based on the intensity ratio o
the second derivative at a wave number ratio of 1223/120
102 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
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cm21, deduced from the full spectra map. Due to the tissu
water content before drying and irregularities in tissue pre
ration normalization of the spectra is an essential step prio
quantitative analysis. Therefore the spectra were normal
in the fingerprint region~1590–900 cm21! for compensation
of sample thickness. To simplify the illustration tumoro
parts of the specimen are represented by closed squ
whereas nonaffected tissue appears colorless, which ca
assigned mostly to connective tissue~e.g., stroma!.

A second map was constructed from the initial one us
the correlation coefficient analysis approach@Figure 2~C!#.
For image construction of the tissue structure, discrimin
analysis of more than two groups of spectra is necessary
this case, all spectra~A! of a map are compared to a set
IR-mean spectra~second derivative,Mk! which correspond to
a definitive type of tissue. Mixed states were even used in
analysis. For the assignments, pixels(1003100mm2) of the
IR map were compared to the HE-stained tissue section. T
allowed the corresponding IR spectrum to be correlated w
the histological image~IR microscope!. The unknown spec-
trum of the IR map is allocated to the mean spectrum, wh
results in the largest correlation coefficient. The correlat
coefficient is used for definition of similarity:

corr~A,Mk!5
*~A~v !2^A&!@Mk~v !2^Mk&#dv

A*~A~v !2^A&!2dv*~Mk~v !2^Mk&!2dv
.

~1!

This results in a pseudocolored image which directly rela
to the specimen characteristics. Comparison with the para
histological section@the HE-stained image Figure 2~A!#
shows a few mismatches caused by shrinkage, rupture
missing parts of the tissue. Although discriminant errors ha
not been analyzed quantitatively the coarse tissue structu
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Fig. 3 FTIR-mean spectra of tumor and connective tissue (second derivative, range of 900–1450 cm−1).
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reproduced correctly. IR-mean spectra from the tumor and
connective tissue~second derivatives, spectral range of 900–
1450 cm21!, which were used for the correlation coefficient
analysis, are shown in Figure 3.

3.1.2 IR Microscopic Measurements on Moist
Tissue Samples
Before starting IR-fiber-optic measurements, measuremen
were conducted with an IR microscope, keeping the sample
moist, using remission and ATR. The main purpose of thes
experiments was to see if there was a significant wave numbe
shift compared to the measurements on dry specimens.
measurement chamber was specially designed and tested
this purpose. Initially, it was not clear whether the specimens
were subject to irreversible changes during IR measuremen
e.g., cell lyses, a state that could subsequently influence th
histological information obtained. However, subsequent histo
logical staining and examination with the microscope showed
little or no deterioration as a result of repeatedly conducting
the standard procedure.

ATR spectroscopy. ATR measurements were made on
thick, dry samples of colorectal tissue. In doing this it was
possible to compare the results to equivalent measuremen
made in transmission mode. The penetration depth of the IR
radiation was a limiting factor in this measurement procedure
s

r

r

,
e

s

which was of the order of the IR radiation wavelength. T
penetration depth can be increased by technical means su
the use of different optic materials or variation of the angle
incidence. The spectral information obtained is the result o
range of tissue components near the surface~mucus, epithe-
lium!. A contact method such as the ATR crystal has the
ditional disadvantage of contaminating the crystal, which
fects its chemical resistance and requires cleaning after us
well as a possible loss of cell material in the process. Th
problems can be partly solved by using inert materials~e.g.,
fibers with a diamond tip or a polymer coating in the conta
area!. Figure 4 shows the results of ATR measurements c
ducted with the IR microscope and IR fiber sensor on
same specimen.

The IR spectra of moist muscle tissue~bovine! recorded
with the IR microscope and silver halide IR wave guide
respectively, show the typical intense absorption bands
proteins ~amide-I and amide-II!. The contact area of the
tissue/ATR crystal for the IR microscope was100
3100mm2. However there is no way of controlling the exa
size of the contact area or the pressure of the microcrysta
the soft tissue surface, which was mechanically stressed.
IR-sensor head, equipped with a disposable silver halide fi
~11 cm long, 700mm in diameter! was connected to an exci
tation and emission waveguide. The sensing area~tissue/fiber!
Fig. 4 Left: FTIR spectra obtained using an IR microscope: ATR mode, aperture 1003100 mm2, 300 mm thick muscle tissue (bovine). Right:
Fiber-optic IR spectra (ATR mode, diameter of 700 mm), the sensor element was pressed onto the surface of fresh tissue (muscle, bovine).
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 103
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Fig. 5 Microphotograph (IR microscope) of (A) the HE-stained parallel 10 mm thin tissue section and (B) the IR reflection map according to KK
conversion for the ratio of the wave number ranges of 1280–1185/1140–995 cm−1 from a 500 mm thick tissue sample (adenocarcinoma of the
colon). For orientation the visual picture and the map was marked.
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was approximately 7 mm2. As a result minor shifts occur in
the absorption maximum. After multiple measurements at the
same position~time interval of approximately 2 min! addi-
tional absorption bands can be seen, for example, at 1743 an
at 1160 cm21. This is partly due to the intensive contact which
leads to a change in the contact area size~the roughness of the
tissue surface due to wrinkles, microscopic gaps, etc.!, and to
a change in water content throughout the course of the mea
surement~displacement, drying!. It results in more intense
contact between the medium and the measurement devic
The different absorption behavior in the contact area mainly
leads to a change in the penetration depth of the IR radiation
As a consequence, the IR spectrum at any one measurin
point can change over time. Micro-ATR measurements were
carried out on the same native targets. Even the ratio of th
intensity of the amide and the lipid absorption bands alters
This process is much more intense for micro-ATR measure
ments and occurs less frequently in measurements with IR
fibers as a result of the large contact area.

However good resolution can be achieved with both ATR
techniques using the IR interferometer in the range of 1400–
1000 cm21, therefore making tissue differentiation possible.

Reflection spectroscopy. Systematic experiments using the
IR microscope in remission to establish the penetration dept
of IR radiation by the use of gelatin sections as a tissue phan
tom resulted in values of 250–300mm. As a result, the inves-
tigations were conducted on moist tissue samples 500mm
thick to avoid any unwanted interference effects from the
slide.

Representative results of one study are shown in Figure 5
Reflection measurements occur in a special measurement ce
The fresh, native, malignant tissue material was measured I
spectroscopically for 3, 24, and 72 h after sample preparation
The first measurement was carried out under moist conditions
whereby the sample was dry by the time the last measureme
was made~not shown!. To avoid the latent danger of bio-
chemical alteration, the measurement time was reduced du
ing measurements 1 and 2 by using a larger aperture(400
3400mm2) with the result that spectroscopic information
was averaged over a larger area of tissue.

For comparison, Figure 5~A! shows the counterpart to the
thick tissue section which was taken before the mapping
experiment—the microscope picture of the HE-stained 10mm
thin tissue section. The result of the mapping measurement
shown in Figure 5~B!. The visual microscopic image~IR mi-
104 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
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croscope!, i.e., the histopathological information, was com
pared with the resulting full spectra map. The IR spectra w
converted according to the Kramers–Kronig~KK ! method
and then combined onto an IR reflection map. The ratio of
wave number regions~1280–1185/1140–995 cm21! was
evaluated. Only minor changes to the IR maps could be
served between the first and second measurements~3 and 24 h
after sample preparation, respectively!. The IR map of the
same specimen made after 72 h shows changes to the t
surface which are a result of effects caused by drying~not
shown!.

Visual inspection of the HE-stained specimen allows t
tumorous parts to be differentiated. Even the result of
reconstructed IR map from the experimental data showed
differentiation between malignant tissue and other parts of
specimen is possible. In conclusion, the wavelength ra
chosen for the tissue differentiation in transmission can
transferred for measurements in remission mode.

Fiber-optic based laboratory setup. Before the ultimate
aim of differentiating tissue using an endoscopic device co
be achieved, it was essential to complete a fiber-optic ba
laboratory setup. The IR fiber was connected to the FT
interferometer. Commercial silver halide fibers were used
the transmission material of choice because of their excel
physical properties with regard to transmission, numerical
erture, damping, flexibility and aging.

Description of laboratory setup. Coupling of the IR radia-
tion was carried out by a closed unit connected to the in
ferometer with either a preadjusted KRS 5 lens system o
ZnSe lens. On the excitation side, an IR waveguide~L
51.5 m, d5700mm! was prepared on both ends with a T
SMA switch. An external MCT pigtail detector was used~ac-
tive detector area of5003500mm2; Infrared Fiber Sensors
Germany! on the detection side. A permanent fiber/detec
coupling ~L51.8 m, d5700mm, Ti-SMA switch! was fitted
on the detector side by a silver halide microlens. The sam
compartment is shown Figure 6.

Results: Preliminary experiments were carried out. An e
ample will be explained in detail. The moist tissue mater
was examined with both the fiber-optic based laboratory se
and the IR microscope. The following results were obtain
Just for documentation purposes, the visual microscopic
age of the native, moist 300mm thick tissue section was pre
pared by the IR microscope@Figure 7~A!#. Then an IR map
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Fiber-optical and Microscopic Detection . . .
Fig. 6 View of the sample compartment and the fiber-optic based
laboratory setup.
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~remission mode! of a restricted area of the tissue section was
recorded. On the basis of these data, and in accordance wi
the previously successful KK conversion, a pseudocolor ma
was made for the area ratios of the wave number regio
~1280–1185/1140–995 cm21! using the converted IR-spectral
data. The recorded reflection spectra of the ‘‘L’’ marked re-
gions after KK conversion are shown in Figure 7~B!. These
spectra can be compared with the fiber based measuremen
that were carried out on the same tissue sample@Figure 7~C!#.
IR fibers with a diameter of 700mm were used. Optimal
h

ts

results were obtained using an experimental setup in wh
both the excitation and detection fibers had an angle of in
dence of 60° to each other. The fiber to tissue distance
approximately 0.5 mm. A gold standard background was
corded every 10 measuring points, analogous to the IR mi
scopic measurements. Taking the spectral characteristic
the IR fibers into account, the fiber-optic based IR map t
resulted from the previously described data processing@the
ratio of the wave number regions~1262–1130/1103–972
cm21!# corresponds well with the IR microscopic result. Are
without color in the IR map are assigned to the slide mater

Representative reflection spectra are shown in Figures 7~B!
and 7~C!. The wave number regions are marked separately
spectroscopic differentiation in the IR map.

It should be emphasized that the results~reflection mode
tissue spectra! of a fiber based laboratory setup using an
interferometer as the excitation source can be compared to
IR microscope results using moist tissue samples. The spe
information allows differentiation between healthy/maligna
tissues. Moreover, from the results, the wave numbers
colorectal tissue differentiation could be verified compared
the IR measurements on dry tissue specimens. This aide
the choice of suitable IR diode laser for the experimen
laboratory setup.

3.2 Experiments with IR Diode Lasers

3.2.1 Experimental Setup with IR Diode Lasers
as the Excitation Source
Experiments using a lead salt diode laser were realized
cording to the schematic diagram shown in Figure 8.
Fig. 7 (A) Visual microscopic image of a 300 mm thick, native, moist specimen (adenocarcinoma of the colon). (B) IR microscope: Pseudocolored
IR map (aperture 4003400 mm2) after KK conversion and IR reflection spectra, which correspond to the positions marked on the map. The
wavelength region used for analysis is marked on the spectra. (C) IR fiber optic: Pseudocolored IR map and a number of corresponding IR reflection
spectra after KK conversion that were used for construction of the reflection map. The wavelength range used for analysis is marked on the spectra.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1 105
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Fig. 8 Schematic diagram of the fiber-optic based laboratory setup
using lead salt diode lasers.
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For the laboratory setup two high power multimode lead
salt diode lasers~Mütek Infrared Systems, Germany! were
used as the IR-excitation source@diode 1: 995–1045 cm21

~9569–10 050 nm!#, @diode 2: 1145–1245 cm21 ~8032–8733
nm!#. The bandwidth is between 20 and 30 cm21. The usable
wavelength range is approximately 50~diode 1! and 100 cm21

~diode 2!. The actual wavelength depends on the diode cur
rent. The current is modulated at the laser driver in order to
scan the wavelength range. After being collimated with
spherical concave mirrors, both IR beams are overlapped an
are then coupled into a fiber using another spherical concav
mirror. The IR fiber and the MCT detector are described
above. The signal at the detector is evaluated using a lock-i
amplifier ~model SR830, Stanford Research Systems, CA!. To
position the sample and to record a map, a translation stag
106 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2002 d Vol. 7 No. 1
d

e

with three axes is set up which moves the sample undern
the fixed IR fibers and is controlled by a PC. The resolution
either direction is 1mm.

To evaluate the setup of the IR diode lasers, the recor
spectra were compared with the spectra of the FTIR inter
ometer. The results cannot be compared directly because
excitation sources differ. The interferometer may use a Ne
glowing bar which can be regarded as blackbody radiatio

The diode lasers emit at different modes while the dio
current is scanned. This means that the spectral emission
to be taken into account at every wavelength in order to
tain a spectrum that is comparable with the spectrum from
FTIR interferometer. Deconvolution of the IR spectra is n
necessary because the differentiation of tissue requires
the detection of relative differences.

3.2.2 Results
Figure 9 shows preliminary results from thick, moist norm
and malignant colorectal tissue specimens. The tissue
was scanned point to point in rows. Each point represents
raw data and the data normalized to the gold standard.
spectra of the raw data show almost the same course, the
differences being in intensity. From the index point 140 d
ferences occur. Differences can be clearly seen between
spectra of normal and malignant tissue where diode laser
the excitation source. Not only are there differences in int
sity but also additional signals. The high level of noise in t
normalized spectra is due to the low intensity of the excitat
sources.

The initial results indicate that measurements using IR
ode lasers and moist tissue samples are possible and that
cal tissue differences can also be detected. This proves
Fig. 9 Preliminary results from measurements using IR diode lasers on moist, normal and malignant tissue samples. Each spectrum equals one
measuring point on the tissue. (A) Raw data of normal (left) and malignant (right) tissue. (B) Data normalized to the gold standard of normal (left)
and malignant (right) tissue.
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Fiber-optical and Microscopic Detection . . .
Fig. 10 Three-dimensional view of the FTIR spectra to characterize IR
laser diode 1.
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principle, the feasibility of this measurement method. The
measurement time could be further reduced by optimizing th
conditions.

3.3 Characterization of the Diode Lasers
As stated earlier, it is not usually necessary to know the exac
spectra of the diode lasers in order to differentiate tissue
However, because comparison of the different excitation
sources allows the evaluation of their individual benefits, we
chose to determine the spectra of the diode lasers. This wa
carried out using the FTIR interferometer with the Raman
port. The Raman port was detached in order to couple the IR
diode lasers to this port. In this way the radiation takes almos
the exact same path as the internal IR radiation source.

The resolution of the interferometer was set to 0.5 cm21

and single beam spectra were recorded. One scan per spe
trum was sufficient for a significant signal to noise ratio. First
the spectrum of the internal source was recorded~not shown!.
The spectra of the diode lasers are recorded using the sam
settings to allow comparison with each other.

Figure 10 shows a three-dimensional plot of the spectra
recorded with diode 1. The preadjusted temperature was 95
and the spectra recorded started with the current at the las
threshold and continued to its maximum setting. The spectrum
was recorded with a spacing of 10 mA. Thex axis shows the
wave number region, they axis, the adjusted current and thez
axis, the intensity. The diode emits in the range desired be
tween 995 and 1045 cm21 and its intensity is over 20 times
greater than that of the internal IR source of the FTIR inter-
ferometer. It should be noted that the individual modes are
slowly turned on at certain currents and become weaker as th
current is increased. This process does not have any effect o
the position of the mode. This means there is no change in th
wave number when the current is changed. The only chang
occurring is in the intensity of the mode.

The settings for diode 2 are the same as those for diode 1
The only difference is that the spacing between two spectra i
100 instead of 10 mA. The reason for this is that diode 2 doe
not show the radiation features desired and therefore nume
ous measurements were made to determine how close diode
gets to the specifications determined. The intensity is muc
t

s
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e
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e
n

.

-
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weaker than that of diode 1~not shown! and the wave numbe
region for diode 2 is out of range: 1140–1200 instead
1145–1245 cm21.

4 Conclusion
Absorption/reflection as well as ATR and remission tec
niques~IR microscope and IR fiber optic! were applied using
either thin or thick specimens of healthy and malignant h
man colorectal tissue. IR measurements in transmission m
were already done in previous investigations. This work in
cated that IR spectroscopy could prove to be a powerful t
for tissue characterization. It is true that there are poten
pitfalls, particularly in the sample preparation procedure,
parameter for measurement itself and data analysis. Neve
less it is likely that fiber-optic ‘‘mapping’’ could be done o
tissue and that this mappingin vivo would make it possible to
distinguish between healthy and malignant tissue. Additio
IR spectroscopic investigations are in progress for more
tailed analysis with an eye toward IR fiber handling and mi
mizing the influence of water~absorbance! by technical
means.

Although tissue differentiation seems to be possible w
the current experimental laboratory setup using IR diode
sers as excitation sources and IR silver halide fibers for ra
tion transmission, for routine measurements certain porti
of the measurement method require further optimization.
ing the method described here for characterizing IR dio
lasers would make selection of suitable diodes and develop
an algorithm for evaluating the signal measured more f
sible. The scientific knowledge gained from this work cou
be used to design an endoscopic device into which the fac
for measurement is integrated.
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